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D7MZ16 - CARNEY MCCARTY
This book tells the story of the Prophet
Muhammad as an inspirational role model
for anyone who wants to be extraordinary.
You will learn how Muhammad shaped his
personality as a child, dealt with the universal challenges of adolescence while a
teenager, and then emerged as a leader in
his community as a young adult. The book
deliberately avoids the language of historical narration used in typical biographies of
the Prophet in favor of a more informal,
down-to-earth approach. In this book, the
reader will get a completely diﬀerent view
of Muhammad and hopefully will see how

Muhammad addressed our own daily challenges, inspiring us to excel in confronting
these challenges. "I enjoyed reading this
book and recommend it to everyone who
wants to be inspired by Muhammad, the
greatest of mankind." Mirza Yawar Baig,
author of Presenting Islam Today.
This book narrates the life of Prophet
Muhammad, peace be upon him, shedding
light upon segments of his life that are either neglected or glossed over in conﬂict-focused biographies. The narrations in this
book revolve around the Prophet's various
strategies of diplomacy and reconciliation
to avoid conﬂicts. In narrating these

events, the book helps the readers broaden their perspective on the life of the Messenger of God and better capture the
ethos of his life. Indeed, both Muslims and
non-Muslims may beneﬁt from this understanding at a time when violent extremist
groups such as ISIS are causing carnage
with their brutality while dressing their totalitarian ideologies in Muslim garb. The
book exposes the hypocritical and willful
deception of these radical groups which
cherry-pick incidents and sayings from the
Prophet's life, decontextualize them, and
abuse them to serve their perverted ideologies. The extensive evidence presented in
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this book will not only dispel many myths
about the life and message of the Noble
Prophet, but also show how through compassionate eﬀorts he conquered the
hearts of people around him and turned
them from die-hard enemies to devoted
faithful friends.
The extraordinary life of the man who
founded Islam, and the world he inhabited—and remade. Lesley Hazleton's new
book, Agnostic: A Spirited Manifesto, is out
now from Riverhead Books. Muhammad’s
was a life of almost unparalleled historical
importance; yet for all the iconic power of
his name, the intensely dramatic story of
the prophet of Islam is not well known. In
The First Muslim, Lesley Hazleton brings
him vibrantly to life. Drawing on early eyewitness sources and on history, politics, religion, and psychology, she renders him as
a man in full, in all his complexity and vitality. Hazleton’s account follows the arc of
Muhammad’s rise from powerlessness to
power, from anonymity to renown, from insigniﬁcance to lasting signiﬁcance. How
did a child shunted to the margins end up
revolutionizing his world? How did a
merchant come to challenge the established order with a new vision of social jus-
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tice? How did the pariah hounded out of
Mecca turn exile into a new and victorious
beginning? How did the outsider become
the ultimate insider? Impeccably researched and thrillingly readable, Hazleton’s narrative creates vivid insight into a
man navigating between idealism and
pragmatism, faith and politics, nonviolence and violence, rejection and acclaim.
The First Muslim illuminates not only an immensely signiﬁcant ﬁgure but his lastingly
relevant legacy.
This book considers the Arabic biographies
of Prophet Muhammad, the earliest of
which dates from two centuries after his
life. These biographies, prized by Muslims,
have been approached in the Western
study of Islam from a range of positions.
Some scholars reject them entirely, seeing
in them products of the Muslim community’s idealisation of its history, while others
accept them at face value, reasoning that,
if not exact versions of events, the events
could not have diﬀered too much from
their descriptions. The author revisits the
debate and reconsiders several key incidents in the life of the Prophet. By compiling an extensive corpus of materials and

comparing them closely, this book analyses the transmission and the contents of
the accounts. It shows that by understanding clearly the interaction in early Islam between written and oral modes of transmission, and by the judicious sieving of the accounts, as well as the lines of transmission, we can sometimes reach back to that
generation of Muslims who though not
themselves witness to the events were
younger contemporaries of those who
were. Establishing a solid basis for the informed study of Muhammad’s biography
and adding to the ongoing debate, this
book will appeal to scholars of early Islam,
history and theology.
A list of the one hundred most inﬂuential
people in history features descriptions of
the careers, contributions, and accomplishments of the political and religious leaders, inventors, writers, artists, and others
who changed the course of history. Simultaneous.
In our day, which is characterized by a
great misunderstanding of Islam, this work
outlines the ideal of an Islamic society at
the time of the Prophet Muhammad.
The author was asked by a friend to set
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down in writing what he considered to be
the most important things that a human
being can know and was also asked to
make it very easy. This small book discusses the profoundest truths with remarkable
simplicity and clarity.
In this, one of his last works, Martin Lings
discusses the signiﬁcance of the pilgrimage to Mecca, made annually by several
million Muslims, in the light of the tradition
of Abraham. Drawing upon his own experience of performing the pilgrimage ﬁrst in
1946 and then in 1978, as well referring to
the traditional sources, he considers the
timeless spiritual meaning of the Hajj,
which was proclaimed and established by
Abraham and Ishmael and renewed by the
Prophet Muhammad, in the context of its
long history and comes to some surprising
conclusions.
A classic secular history of the prophet
Muhammad that vividly recreates the fascinating time in which Islam was born.
Maxime Rodinson, both a maverick Marxist
and a distinguished professor at the Sorbonne, ﬁrst published his biography of
Muhammad in 1960. The book, a classic in
its ﬁeld, has been widely read ever since.
Rodinson, though deeply versed in scholar-

ly studies of the Prophet, does not seek to
add to it here but to introduce Muhammad, ﬁrst of all, as “a man of ﬂesh and
blood” who led a life of extraordinary drama and shaped history as few others have.
Equally, he seeks to lay out an understanding of Muhammad’s legacy and Islam as
what he called an ideological movement,
similar to the universalist religions of Christianity and Buddhism as well as the secular movement of Marxism, but possessing
a singular commitment to “the deeply ingrained idea that Islam oﬀers not only a
path to salvation but (for many, above all)
the ideal of a just society to be realized on
earth.” Rodinson’s book begins by introducing the speciﬁc land and the larger world
into which Muhammad was born and the
development of his prophetic calling. It
then follows the steps of his career and
the way his leadership gave birth to a religion and a state. A ﬁnal chapter considers
the world as Islam has transformed it.
This is a complete book on Muhammad, Islam and the Quran. This book gives information from history and evidence. It will
help Muslims and Non-Muslims understand
the true life and teachings of Muhammad
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from its earliest sources. An A to Z book
about the life and teachings of Muhammad, Islam and the Quran. What can people learn from this 1 unique book of knowledge, history & evidence? Top 18 information arranged and organized by Mr.Faisal
Fahim: 1. Biography of Muhammad by a
non Muslim. 2. Biography of Muhammad
by a Muslim. 3. What do non Muslim scholars say about Muhammad. 4. Complete
valid information about Jesus. 5. Proven
facts about the great Jesus. 6. A documentary book on science, Islam, Christianity &
Judaism. 7. A research project on Abrahamic religions. 8. Moses, Jesus & Muhammad
in Islam & Christianity. 9. Aramaic the true
language of Jesus. 10. Similarities & diﬀerences of Jesus & Muhammad. 11. God deﬁnitions of various religions. 12. Women in
various faiths. 13. Islam & terrorism. 14. Is
evolution proven by logic & science . 15.
Torah, Bible, Quran & science. 16. The similarities & the diﬀerences of world's major
religions. 17. Proof that Jesus existed. 18.
Proof that Muhammad existed.
An accessible and fresh biography boldly
arguing that Muhammad’s entrepreneurial
mindset helped unleash the modern world
“A beautifully written, immaculately re-
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searched meditation on the impact of the
Prophet Muhammad on the modern world.
I loved this book!” —Reza Aslan, author of
No God but God and Zealot: The Life and
Times of Jesus of Nazareth A six-year-old
cries in his mother’s arms as she draws
her last breaths to urge him: “Muhammad,
be a world-changer!” The boy, suddenly orphaned in a tribal society that fears any
change, must overcome enormous obstacles to unleash his own potential and inspire others to do the same. Fusing details
long known to Muslim scholars but inaccessible to popular audiences, Mohamad Jebara brings to life the gripping personal
story of Islam’s founding prophet. From his
dramatic birth to nearly being abducted into slavery to escaping assassination,
Muhammad emerges as an unrelenting
man on a mission. Surrounding the protagonist are dynamic women who nurture
Muhammad; Jewish and Christian mentors
who inspire him; and the enslaved individuals he helps liberate who propel his movement. Jebara places Muhammad’s life in a
broader historical context, vividly evoking
the Meccan society he was born into and
arguing that his innovative vision helped
shape our modern world.
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Acclaimed worldwide as the deﬁnitive biography of the Prophet in the English language. This book will be read with equal
enjoyment by those already familiar with
Muhammad's life and those coming to it
for the ﬁrst time.
- A special edition was produced for the
Bosnian Minister of Education. - What everyone needs to know to understand the
Muslim World and The Nature of the
Prophet Mohammed as the role model of
for the lives of all Muslims. - An authentic
and accurate biography prepared for Muslim children, widely used in university religion courses. - Has been translated into
Arabic, Bosnian and Spanish. - full color illustrations.
Acclaimed worldwide as the deﬁnitive biography of the Prophet Muhammad in the English language, Martin Lings' Muhammad:
His Life Based to the Earliest Sources is unlike any other. Based on Arabic sources of
the eighth and ninth centuries, of which
some important passages are translated
here for the ﬁrst time, it owes the freshness and directness of its approach to the
words of men and women who heard
Muhammad speak and witnessed the

events of his life. Martin Lings has an unusual gift for narrative. He has adopted a
style which is at once extremely readable
and reﬂects both the simplicity and grandeur of the story. The result is a book
which will be read with equal enjoyment
by those already familiar with Muhammad's life and those coming to it for the
ﬁrst time. Muhammad: His Life Based to
the Earliest Sources was given an award
by the government of Pakistan, and selected as the best biography of the Prophet in
English at the National Seerat Conference
in Islamabad in 1983.
Drawing on traditional Muslim sources,
Michael Cook describes Muhammad's life
and teaching. He also attempts to stand
back from this traditional picture to show
how far it is historically justiﬁed.
The biogragraphy of the Prophet Muhammad. An easy and wonderful read.
This book provides a comprehensive explanation for Allah's names and attributes.
The author has eﬀectively deﬁned the attributes of Allah in such a way to ensure
suﬃcient detail is provided for the reader,
without excessively analysing and over
complicating the topic. The aim and
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achievement of this book is to introduce
God in the terms in which He introduces
Himself, and thereby make the approach
to Him easier for willing hearts and minds.
Furthermore it allows for a lighter, more
pleasant and rewarding experience on the
journey in reconnecting and strengthening
the bond with our Creator.
Kecia Ali delves into the many ways the
Prophet’s life story has been told from the
earliest days of Islam to the present, by
both Muslims and non-Muslims. Emphasizing the major transformations since the
nineteenth century, she shows that far
from being mutually opposed, these various perspectives have become increasingly interdependent.
In the midst of the dramatic seventh-century war between two empires, Muhammad
was a spiritual seeker in search of community and sanctuary. Many observers stereotype Islam and its scripture as inherently
extreme or violent-a narrative that has
overshadowed the truth of its roots. In this
masterfully told account, preeminent Middle East expert Juan Cole takes us back to
Islam's-and the Prophet Muhammad's-origin story. Cole shows how Muhammad

came of age in an era of unparalleled violence. The eastern Roman Empire and the
Sasanian Empire of Iran fought savagely
throughout the Near East and Asia Minor.
Muhammad's profound distress at the carnage of his times led him to envision an alternative movement, one ﬁrmly grounded
in peace. The religion Muhammad founded, Islam, spread widely during his lifetime, relying on soft power instead of military might, and sought armistices even
when militarily attacked. Cole sheds light
on this forgotten history, reminding us that
in the Qur'an, the legacy of that spiritual
message endures. A vibrant history that
brings to life the fascinating and complex
world of the Prophet, Muhammad is the
story of how peace is the rule and not the
exception for one of the world's most practiced religions.
It's All About Muhammad, A Biography of
the World's Most Notorious Prophet, is a
comprehensive biography of the man who
created a religion that he called Islam. It
gives a no-holds-barred account of the
atrocities he committed in spreading his religion. The book contains 25 illustrations,
half of them depicting these atrocities.
It is very important for anyone who wants
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to spread the message of Islam to study
the life of the Prophet (blessings and
peace of Allah be upon him) and discover
how he undertook the mission of da'wah,
or calling to Islam. This book is a blueprint
for da'wah. From studying his biography
we learn the lessons of patience and perseverance in the face of adversity and opposition, and the readiness to sacriﬁce everything for the cause of Islam. In this book,
Dr. as-Sibâ'ie shows us how the Prophet's
approach was gentle yet determined and
clear-cut, with no compromise on basic issues. The author takes the most important
events of the Messenger's life, summarizes them in order to oﬀer a brief
overview, then outlines the lessons that
we learn from these events. This is an excellent introduction both to the principles
of da'wah and to the seerah, the study of
the life of the Prophet (blessings and
peace be upon him). It should be on the
bookshelf of every Muslim who wants to
call others to Allah.
Researched biography of the Holy Prophet.
Corrects misconceptions about his life; answers western criticism. "(1) Muhammad
The Prophet (2) The Early Caliphate, by
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Muhammad Ali, together constitute the
most complete and satisfactory history of
the early Muslims hitherto compiled in English" — Islamic Culture, Hyderabad, India
" ... He has now produced a biography of
the Prophet of Islam in English ... It is not
only Muslims who should feel grateful to
him for the publication. The book should,
indeed, give greater gratiﬁcation to the English-speaking non-Muslims, whom it gives
an opportunity of knowing the truth about
the life and personality of one who is admitted on all hands to be the greatest reformer in the history of the world." — The
New Orient "...it is written in an authoritative and interesting fashion, and from a historical point of view will be well worth perusing by adherents of religions other than
Islam." — The Civil and Military Gazette, Lahore, Pakistan
In Islamic Exceptionalism, Brookings Institution scholar and acclaimed author Shadi
Hamid oﬀers a novel and provocative argument on how Islam is, in fact, "exceptional" in how it relates to politics, with profound implications for how we understand
the future of the Middle East. Divides
among citizens aren't just about power but
are products of fundamental disagree-
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ments over the very nature and purpose of
the modern nation state—and the vexing
problem of religion’s role in public life.
Hamid argues for a new understanding of
how Islam and Islamism shape politics by
examining diﬀerent models of reckoning
with the problem of religion and state, including the terrifying—and alarmingly successful—example of ISIS. With unprecedented access to Islamist activists and
leaders across the region, Hamid oﬀers a
panoramic and ambitious interpretation of
the region's descent into violence. Islamic
Exceptionalism is a vital contribution to
our understanding of Islam's past and present, and its outsized role in modern
politics. We don't have to like it, but we
have to understand it—because Islam, as
a religion and as an idea, will continue to
be a force that shapes not just the region,
but the West as well in the decades to
come.
Adil writes of the Holy Prophet and how he
prayed for mercy upon his enemies. Despite the fact that they did him such harm
and caused him so much hurt, he would
not curse them, for all prophets' curses instantly take eﬀect.

This vivid and detailed biography strips
away centuries of distortion and myth and
presents a balanced view of the man
whose religion continues to dramatically
aﬀect the course of history.
The Complete Biography of Prophet
Muhammad SAW The Last Messenger of
God In Islam Faith. Biograﬁ Nabi Muhammad SAW Edisi Bilingual. Prophet Muhammad SAW from Mecca, uniﬁed Arabia into
a single religious polity under Islam faith.
Believed by Muslims to be a prophet and
messenger of Allah SWT (God), Muhammad is almost universally considered by
Muslims as the last prophet sent by God to
mankind. While non-Muslims generally regard Muhammad as the founder of Islam,
Muslims consider him to have restored the
unaltered original monotheistic faith of
Prophet Abraham, Prophet Moses, Prophet
Jesus and other prophets. Born approximately in 570 CE in the Arabian city of
Mecca, Prophet Muhammad SAW was orphaned at an early age; he was raised under the care of his paternal uncle Abu Talib. After his childhood Muhammad primarily worked as a merchant. Occasionally he
would retreat to a cave in the mountains
for several nights of seclusion and prayer;
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later, at age 40, he reported at this spot,
that he was visited by Angel Gabriel and received his ﬁrst revelation from Allah SWT
(God). Three years after this event Prophet
Muhammad SAW started preaching these
revelations publicly, proclaiming that "God
is One." Prophet Muhammad SAW, may
the mercy and blessings of God be upon
him, is the man beloved by more than 1.5
billion Muslims. He is the man who taught
us patience in the face of adversity, and
taught us to live in this world but seek eternal life in the hereafter. It was to Prophet
Muhammad SAW that God revealed the Quran. Along with this Book of guidance God
sent Prophet Muhammad SAW, whose behavior and high moral standards are an example to us all. Prophet Muhammad's life
was the Quran. He understood it, he loved
it and he lived his life based on its standards. He taught us to recite the Holy Quran, to live by its principles and to love it.
When Muslims declare their faith in One
God, they also declare their belief that
Muhammad is the slave and ﬁnal messenger of God.
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) was born in
Makkah to Amina and Abdullah. Abdullah
passed away before Muhammad (pbuh)

was born and was brought up by Amina,
his mother. When he was six, his mother
passed away and then he was looked after
by his loving grandfather Abdul Mutallib.
Two years later, Abdul Mutallib also
passed away and Muhammad (pbuh) was
brought up by his uncle Abu Talib. Muhammad (pbuh) lived a simple life, marrying
Khadija when he was twenty ﬁve years
old. At the age of forty, the ﬁrst verses
came from Allah in the month of Ramadan.
The Angel Jibrael brought these ﬁrst ﬁve
verses to Muhammad (pbuh). These words
were written down by the scribes and memorised by the Muslims. This message
continued for twenty three years and is
known as the Qu'ran - the word of Allah.
The Qu'ran is this pure message that was
revealed to Muhammad 1400 years ago.
These are the words of Allah that were
sent to the prophet Muhammad (pbuh). Allah has guarded it and kept it pure from
changes and errors. The purpose or mission of the prophet (pbuh) was to deliver
this message to Mankind and to follow its
teachings. The Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
was kind and honest. He looked after his
family and friends. He had good character
and respected the elders. He looked after
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the orphans and the poor. He was concerned for the wellbeing of all people. He
never stole or swore at anyone. He was
loved and respected by everyone - the
Muslims and the non-Muslims. The
prophet's character and actions are also recorded in the Hadith books which give us
an insight into this great man. Many people try and follow the example of the
prophet (pbuh), indeed he is a role model
for all Muslims. We should also be kind and
good - following the example of the
prophet (pbuh) throughout our lives. In
this Seerah Book, Children will learn a lot
about the prophet (pbuh) and about his
life.
The explosion of a jetliner over India triggers an Apocalyptic battle that sweeps
across the subcontinent. Reprint.
An encyclopedia designed especially to
meet the needs of elementary, junior high,
and senior high school students.
Kitab Ash-Shifa bi ta'rif huquq al-Mustafa,
(Healing by the recognition of the Rights of
the Chosen One), of Qadi 'Iyad (d.
544H/1149CE) is perhaps the most frequently used and commented upon handbook in which the Prophet's, may Allah
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bless him and grant him peace, life, his
qualities and his miracles are described in
every detail. Generally known by its short
title, Ash-Shifa, this work was so highly admired throughout the Muslim world that it
soon acquired a sanctity of its own for it is
said: "If Ash-Shifa is found in a house, this
house will not suﬀer any harm... when a
sick person reads it or it is recited to him,
Allah will restore his health." Ash-Shifa
gathers together all that is necessary to acquaint the reader with the true stature of
the Prophet, may Allah bless him and
grant him peace, with the esteem and respect which is due to him, and with the verdict regarding anyone who does not fulﬁl
what his stature demands or who attempts
to denigrate his supreme status - even by
as much as a nail paring. QADI 'IYAD His
full name was Abu al-Fadl 'Iyad ibn Musa
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ibn 'Iyad ibn 'Imran ibn Musa ibn Muhammad ibn 'Abdullah ibn Musa ibn 'Iyad alYahsubi, the famous Imam. He was born in
Ceuta in the month of Sha'ban, 496 AH
and lived there although his family originated from Andalusia. According to his son,
Muhammad, his ancestors originated in Andalusia and then moved to the city of Fes,
staying in the Qarawiyyin at some point.
'Imrun moved to Ceuta after having lived
in Fes. Qadi 'Iyad was the Imam of his time
in hadith and its sciences. He was a scholar of tafsir and its sciences, a faqih in
usul, a scholar in grammar, language and
Arabic speech, as well as in the battles
and lineages of the Arabs. He had insight
into judgements and had the legal competence to write contracts. He preserved and
knew the Maliki madhhab. He was an excellent poet, familiar with literature and an
eloquent orator. He was steadfast, forbear-

ing and a good companion. He was generous and gave a lot of sadaqa. He was constant in action and tenacious in the truth.
He died in Marrakesh in the month of Jumada al-Akhira or Ramadan in 544 AH. AISHA
BEWLEY Aisha Abdurrahman at Tarjumana
Bewley is one of today's most proliﬁc translators of classical Arabic works into English. For more than thirty-ﬁve years she
has been concerned with making the contents of many classical Arabic works more
accessible to English-speaking readers.
She is co-translator of The Noble Qur'an A
New Rendering of its Meaning in English.
Other works include Al-Muwatta of Imam
Malik, The Meaning of Man, Mu'awiya - Restorer of the Muslim Faith, A Glossary of Islamic Terms, Islam: The Empowering of
Women and Muslim Women, a Biographical Dictionary.
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